Art & Activism in the WPA:

Leon Bibel Chronicles a Time in America with Resonance to Our Own
by Phyllis Wrynn
For Leon Bibel, poverty, injustice, protest, and
war were not apocryphal. At an exhibition of his
work at the Borowsky Gallery at the Gershman
Y in Philadelphia, the bleak times of the Depression are confronted head on.
Coming of age in the mid-1930s was a daunting
prospect; desperate conditions not only existed in
the United States, but worldwide.
Leon’s family had come to America to escape the
worsening conditions of Eastern Europe when he
was a boy. They settled in San Francisco, where
Leon grew up and studied.
He made his way to New York City and joined
the Federal Art Project of the WPA. There were
enlightened people in the FDR administration
who understood that the effects of the Depression were profound not only on the conventional
work force, but artists, writers, and those in other
creative disciplines were suffering as well.
Artists were paid a weekly salary, guaranteeing
their ability to pay for food, rent and transportation. They were given studio space, equipment
and supplies. The absence of constant worry
about the next meal and getting paid to do what
you love was both comforting and inspiring. This
unique moment in the history of American art
yielded a remarkable body of work.

Leon Bibel, “Garment Center Dreams NYC,”
gouache; c.1938 ©Leon Bibel Estate,
Courtesy of Park Slope Gallery
In this case, Leon
was very faithful to his initial
notion of the
composition. As
the concept fully
materialized, details showing the
Leon Bibel, “War Extra!”
mounds of coal
brush and ink drawing;
and working out
c.1936 ©Leon Bibel Estate,
the powerful anCourtesy of Park Slope Gallery gles and giving
the sky a highly
stylized and powerful whoosh add greatly to
the interest. His compositional elements were
the spark, but his details make the scene much
stronger.
Whether a worker in Garment Center Dreams
is pushing a cart of mannequins down a city
street, a family of refugees is fleeing the bombing in Spain, or a newsie is screaming the latest headline in War Extra!, Leon captured and
recorded the time in which he lived with clarity
and purpose.

Leon Bibel, “Upper Harlem River,”
silk screen; 1939
©Leon Bibel Estate; Courtesy of Park Slope Gallery

There are three main threads to the exhibition:
protest in response to events of the time, the dignity and humanity of workers, and urban life.
These themes overlap and intersect in some ways.
Leon often explored themes in various media.
The watercolor Hudson Harlem River was the
study and inspiration for a more fully realized
Upper Harlem River silk screen.

We are living in times that parallel the 1930’s in
many ways. Technology is more advanced, and
government can help to a greater degree when
disaster strikes and there are in place social programs that prevent widespread falling off a cliff.
But for the millions who are currently unemployed, with a dysfunctional Congress, wars
raging for a decade, and huge gaps between the
richest and the rest of us growing wider every
day, the effects of these trends on their lives is
real, not apocryphal.
The exhibition will also include original supporting materials from the Leon Bibel archive
including several printing plates, original materials relating to his participation in various WPA
projects, source photographs, and catalogues
from several exhibitions.

It is rare that the initial sketches for silk screens
survive, so we are indeed fortunate that several of
the studies for his silk screens are extant. The finished silk screens are often very different from the
initial concept, revealing the artistic process and
giving the viewer insight on how the artist thinks.
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